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The Liquid Rocket Engine - LRE are extremely complex and versatile machines,
involving several areas of the knowledge for your development and manufacture. The
machines of the type of Turbopumps are key elements in the performance and reliability of a
LRE. However, the use of these devices is avoided in a great number of engines found in the
international developers and manufactures, mainly when the factor cost is quite important.
In this way, was accomplished a series of tests and studies with special materials with
objective of reducing the dependence of foreign metals, to elevate the efficiency of the
components, to reduce your final cost and to make possible your manufacture in Brazil,
applied mainly in the turbine of the Turbopump unit, to a engine with 75 kN of thrust,
working in gas generator cycle.
Was chosen the more common metallic alloys in this type of application, especially alloys
based on Nickel, and another alloy more exotic with high probability use, in this case based
on Niobium. After the choices of the appropriate alloys, some series of tests were
accomplished to determine relative parameters to the difficulty of machining of these
materials, together with parameters related with the capacity of supporting oxidative
atmospheres from combustion gases in high temperatures.
The another experiment, the method in subject of sudden interruption, or Quick-Stop,
allows a quite detailed evaluation of the area interns of the metallic chip and of the interface
area between the work material and the cut tool. This evaluation allows through the external
observation of the area, obtain some qualitative data about the cut conditions and mainly
about the machiniability and energy necessary to machining the material. Through the
polishing and chemical attack was also possible to accomplish compete metallographic
exams in the sample, where it is possible to verify not only your crystalline structure pattern,
but the structure also altered by the cut process and likewise flow lines that present the
reductions and aligning of the grains. It is also possible to accomplish micro hardening
exams along the chip and of the outlying area, where it is possible to evaluate the hardness in
several points of the cut, allowing like this a better interpretation of the process of
generation of the chip and alteration of the structure of the metal, so much locally in the
structure of the chip as in relation to structure of the area immediately adjacent to the cut of
the material. This study was very important in a project based on Responsive Space and
Design for Manufacturing, because can show a better and shipper way to develop turbines,
thinking about process and materials employed firstly.
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= Specific Impulse
= inlet temperature in turbine
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= Blade Integrated Disck
= Face-Centered Cubic
= yield tension at root blade
= radius at tip of turbine blade
= radius at root of turbine blade

= angular velocity of turbine

= density
γ
= relation of plastic deformation by shear on chip
ap
= cutting depth
t1
= chip height
f
= advancement
Fc
= cutting force
Fs
= primary shear plane force
Ft
= secundary shear plane force

= primary shear plane angle
l
= lenght of a piece of chip scrap
W
= weight of piece of chip
w
= chip width
α
= tool face angle
s
= shear stress generated in direction of Fs
BUE
= Built-Up Edge
Lad
= Specific Adiabatic Work
NT
= total power needed by turbopump
mgg
= total mass needed from gas generator to drive turbine turbopump
CCM
= center for manufacture competence
IPT
= Technological Research Institute of São Paulo
APE/IAE
= Division of Space Propulsion
AMR/IAE
= Materials Division

I. Introduction

T

HE design of the Brazilian Satellite Launch Vehicle - VLS01 effectively began in the 80s, based on what had
been learned from the families of sounding rockets, mainly the SONDA IV. The first prototype flew in 1997,
but due to a misfire in one of the engines of the first stage, it was destroyed. The second prototype flew in 1999, but
by a problem during the ignition, now in the second stage, it was also destroyed. In 2003, the same occurred with
VLS01v03 in Alcântara Launch Center (CLA) in Maranhão, the biggest accident of the Brazilian Space Program,
where 21 technicians died at a premature ignition of the engines of the first stage inside the integration tower at the
time in which they worked in the adjustments of pre launch of this rocket.
This was probably the moment where the need to develop and use liquid propellants was more evident
throughout the program. The research here presented was developed in order to help supply this demand.
The Liquid Rocket Engines (LRE) are definitely safer systems being operated, however, such systems are also
susceptible to serious accidents. The history of space programs of other nations have shown that even if operating
this type of propellant, serious accidents have occurred, including victimizing tens technicians. Nevertheless, such
technology has higher handling safety, beyond great increase energy efficiency. Another very important aspect is the
ability to control orbit insertion quite accurate in relation to what is executed with the use of solid propellants.
The main objective of this work is to contribute to Brazil's efforts in developing technology of Liquid Rocket
Engines (LRE) for operation in their futures Launch Vehicles. The paper presents a literature review and preliminary
study of manufacturing processes and materials that can be applied to the component responsible for the
pressurization of the propellant, in this case the turbopump. The author also presents a project of turbopump and a
detailed study of the materials and manufacturing processes suitable for this sub component. This project of
turbopump has considered a Brazilian scenario with a greatly reduced demand of manufacturing, in the prototyping
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area. Three samples of nickel base superalloy and one sample of Niobium metal were subjected to a topological and
qualitative experiment in relation to surface oxidation of these materials, as well as to a number of experiments
Quick-Stop to verify their machinability characteristics. From the analysis of the results was possible to substantiate
more precisely the choice of materials and manufacturing processes of the turbopump.
The rocket engine can be divided into combustion chambers, valves, control systems and pumping system, when
it exists. According to Mattingly (2006), "The chemical propulsion systems are a subclass of thermal systems that
use the released energy by exothermic chemical reactions inside of combustion chambers. The systems can be
divided into chemical liquid bipropellant engine, the solid propellant motors and hybrid engines". Mattingly (...) also
proposes a more comprehensive way split of the engine, in this case, in power conversion system, propellant feeding
system and nozzle. This classification is more easily applicable to other forms of propulsion, such as solid
propellant motors that have an energy conversion system, ie, the camera where the combustion reactions occur,
where the chemical energy in the propellant stored is transformed into kinetic and thermal energy, which is
subsequently converted into momentum by accelerating component, in this case the nozzle. In this propulsion
system the component of propellant supply is lacking, since the solid propellant is all inside the camera where it is
converted, thereby making the system considerably simpler.
Applying this classification to a LRE, have the following division of the engine: 1. the combustion chamber
considered initial energy converter element, 2. the feeding system: in the case of pressurized engines at turbopump,
the components of the system are turbopump (TB), the gas generator and accessories and, in the case of pressurized
engines at gas, the system is constituted by the pressurized gas bottles and the accessories 3. the nozzle, accelerator
element which is coupled to the combustion chamber, forming the thrust chamber. The Fig. (1), obtained in
Netutchil (1978), show three types of liquid propellant engines pressurized at gas or turbopump.

Figure 1. Solid, Gas Pressurized and Turbopump Pressurized Rocket Engines Scheme
In this work emphasis was given to pressurized engines by TP, equipment that is responsible for sending the
propellant into the combustion chamber, with the flow and pressure designated in the overall project of LRE. Figure
2, obtained in Sutton (2001), shows how the working pressure influences the dimensions of the camera, which in
turn directly influences the mass of the engine, parameter that must be reduced aggressively, as it dictates directly
the energy that will be required in mission. This influence is noticed by the Eq. (1) of Tsiolkovski:
(1)
where the total velocity increment generated by engine is a function of the exhaust velocity of the fluid exiting the
accelerator device, and of the factor μ, the ratio of the total weight of the vehicle in which the engine is operating
and the weight of the vehicle after the use of engine and the consumption of propellant. Thus, it can be seen in a
simplified manner the influence of the structural mass of the vehicle and of the engine in the capacity of load and in
the ejection speed required to fulfill a certain mission.
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Figure 2. Equal parameter chambers, except the pressure
The pressure chosen for the chamber fully influence the design of LRE, defining the type of cycle and the type of
pressurization system. Generally for small motors used in control or in high altitudes the chosen is by pressurizing
gas that makes the engine more reliable and cheaper, however engines for medium and large thrusts, especially the
early stages have drastic efficiency losses generated by low pressures in the chambers, makes the design almost
impractical, in Fig. (3) obtained in Garuna (1989), is shown the relation between Specific Impulse - Isp and the
combustion chamber pressure, also showing the areas underlined typically cycles used. The first region shows the
relationships of pressure and Isp obtained by pressurizing gas, in the second region is shown the relation obtained by
open cycle LRE with turbopump, where the part of the propellant after being used for feeding the turbine to drive
turbopump, are used outside the combustion chamber, however, in a closed cycle configuration, indicated by the
third and fourth region, these gases are injected into the main combustion chamber, thus making the engine more
efficient, but with considerable increase in complexity, costs and engine total mass.

Figure 3. Relation in Pressure and Specific Impulse of Liquid Rocket Engines
Considering the effectiveness as a major element, a system for pressurizing based on turbomachines is
unavoidable, this being an element which dramatically influences the total mass of LRE and cost thereof. In Fig. (4)
obtained in Huzel (1967) can see the participation of TP in the overall mass of the complete rocket engine.
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Figure 4. Relation of Turbopump and complete Engine Fraction Mass and Chamber Pressure
However, in the last two decades with the end of the space race and the Cold War, investments in programs for
the development of rocket launchers and spacecraft was severely reduced, forcing agencies to sacrifice several times
the efficiency of systems in favor of reducing costs, then several companies in the world has been using for the
viability of projects a new philosophy, turning economically viable for the state. This philosophy is known as
Responsive Space, and already has a specific conferences and journals, the specific case of pressurization systems, is
being sought to develop cheaper turbopumps and reliable alternative to pressurization systems as pressurized gas
and piston pumps generally these choices decrease the ratio of structural efficiency of the systems, requiring more
energy efficient pairs propellants or reduce the payload transported. In this work, the focus is on methods and
materials to manufacture turbopump turbines with Responsive Space philosophy.
II. Turbopump Technology Review
Typically the sizing of TP begins with the pressure of the combustion chamber, which means just a few more
statistical data and project it is possible to find the values of pressure and flow that pumps TP must endure. Also
with the required range of thrust is possible to estimate the rotation speed of the main shaft of the turbopump,
adjusting this parameter to best further information relating to the material and diameter of the shaft, as well as
parameters relating to cavitation rather common problem due to the TP their operating characteristics, especially
with cryogenic propellants. The detailed project involves a lot of experimental evaluations, with numerical
simulations, analytical calculations and redesign.
The TPs are actually great challenges of engineering materials, because the extremely high mechanical, thermal and
chemical levels of loads, starting with operating temperatures where certain region of the shaft, and pump volute are
exposed to cryogenic temperatures and usually in a position coupled to the turbine that is subjected to temperatures
on the order of 1000 K. Pressures are typically 30 MPa and the rotation tracks reaches 60000 rpm, with the
propellant flows arriving hundreds of kilograms per second. In addition to these requests, typically very reactive
oxidants are becoming used and exposed surfaces are chemically affected. In Fig. (5) obtained in Garuna (1989) is
shown TP from Soviet RD-119 engine used in the second stage of the rocket Kosmos which can be seen all the main
components, in this case one fuel pump and other oxidizing pump with various parts belonging to the volute casing
and the both shafts coupled by a rigid coupling between the pumps, and in the left end of shaft one two stages axial
turbine.

Figure 5. Soviet RD-119 Liquid Rocket Engine Bipropellant Turbopump
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As discussed above, each component has a specific function, and a number of specific requests. The pumps used
in smaller turbopumps are generally manufactured from aluminum alloys, usually of copper rich classes AA 2000
and AA 6000 and AA 7000 rich in magnesium and zinc respectively. More powerfull turbopumps where the larger
stress exerted by the pump is higher than that supported by Al alloys, titanium alloys are used to increase strength
without great increase of mass, since the density is intermediate between aluminum and steel alloys. However also
been used some steel alloys with the objective of reducing the cost of TP and facilitate processes of manufacturing
of the same. Another very relevant factor in the choice of materials for compatibility with propellant which it will
work, since some components such as nitric acid are fully compatible only with certain materials unlike some steel
alloys and aluminum alloys. For shaft are typically used steel alloys with a high rate of alloying elements such as
Chromium, Molybdenum, Vanadium, Niobium and others, almost always accompanied by a thermochemical
treatment. For the volutes of TP, aluminum alloys are used as the main element, inserts with or without other metals
such as brass, copper and steel systems for sealing and closing of the fastening parts, in cases where the working
pressures are much high, such as in the range of 80 MPa these shells are now manufactured from steel or nickel
alloys essentially. The sealing systems are quite comprehensive in general based on alloys of low hardness such as
aluminum, copper and bronze, together with elements like fluorine-based polymer and nitrile rubbers and based
sintered elements in addition to copper and graphite. Finally, turbines are generally made of superalloys and are
fixed to the shaft by screws, spline, pins or friction welding. A turbopump turbine is one of the most critical
elements in the system, since it is subject to many mechanical loads, basically axial, centrifugal and their
combination, as well as thermal loads due to the flow of hot gases in their blades together with a chemical
aggressions with surface oxidation due to the working fluid as well as soot deposits on the surface of the blades,
dependent of fuel ratio. The turbine is typically divided into two parts relating to thermal stress, where these parts
are usually manufactured from different materials, the blades are generally manufactured with a nickel-based
superalloy and the disk where the blades are attached are manufactured with various base superalloys, ranging from
Nickel, Iron and Cobalt. The temperature is quickly dissipated to the shaft, and the root of the turbine disc
temperatures are in the range of 500 K, and gradually increase the temperature until the root of the blade, which in
tip reaches temperatures close to the Turbine inlet Temperature - T00. In Fig. (6) is shown the main superalloys
currently available for applications in high temperature, presented in Narita et al (2003).

Figure 6. Specific Strength in function of Temperature of common Superalloys
In addition to the alloys, should be considered the cooling systems of the turbine blades, where coatings are used
with the function of blocking chemical attacks and decrease the temperature actually reaches the core material,
where these passive methods are being used also active methods using channels for the passage of pressurized air or
even a liquid coolant, with the function of lowering the temperature of the material of the blade, however is not
recommended for application in TP due to its short life and high cost, shown in Fig. (7) is a example of a cooled
blade of a turbojet engine aircraft, presented in Reed (2006).
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Figure 7. Refrigerated blade of Aeronautical Jet Engine
Another very significant aspect of this mode of metal crystal growth, which typically represents DS directionally
solidified and single crystal SC, as can be seen in Fig. (8), obtained in Stefanescu (1992), showing different forms of
solidification grain on a active axial turbine blades, and also presented in Fig. (9) obtained in Reed (2006), where it
is shown the evolution of techniques and obtaining the materials used in turbine blades, as well as cooling
techniques.

Figure 8. Equiaxed, Directly Solidified and Single Cristal Blades

Figure 9. Alloys and Manufactures Techniques for Turbines Blades
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These methods greatly increase the resistance of the material to creep phenomenon (Reed, 2006), and the costs
involved are very high, allowing the use only in projects where efficiency is a priority, however the metal niobium
has the characteristic forming grains in the order of 100 mm in length naturally, without any additional treatment
process, as possible to see in Fig. (10) obtained in Graham (2006), where is possible to observe the large grains of a
niobium billet.

Figure 10. 430mm Niobium billet
The turbine of a ideologically TP can be divided into two parts, the disc and the blades, where they are produced
together or separately depending on the applied technology. The most common way is to forge the blanck disc of the
turbine, turning and grinding the specified dimensions, usually with different materials used in the manufacture of
the blades, due to different requests of temperature, yield stress and machinability. Subsequently the blades are
fixed individually or in groups on the periphery of the disc, where the technologies used for this setting are typically
weld bead, tree root, axial rings, inserts or pins, or variations and combinations of these. In Fig. (11) withdrawal
Vorobei (2001), there is shown some basic ways of fixing blades.

Figure 11. Blades fixing technologies
Another way of manufacturing a TP turbine also by precision casting methods, the same used to manufacture
the blades individually, but in this case a mold is made of wax with complete turbine. For relatively small turbines
that utilize less noble materials such technology is feasible, avoiding the use of sophisticated control devices for
fastening and alignment of the blades, but makes it impossible to use the technology of controlled growth of
crystals. There is also the technology Blade Integrated disck or Blisk, which further reduces the cost of
manufacturing a turbine for such applications and is suitable for small turbines, with the advantages of working with
alloys also not suitable for casting, agility production and structural integrity. In Fig. (12) presents a turbine
manufactured by Volvo Aero applied to the VINCI French engine with blisk technology, which is also applied to
turbine of engines VIKING 4, 5 and 6.
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Figure 12. BLISK Turbine
In the Brazilian case, the philosophy of Responsive Space has broad potential applicability, mainly because the
Brazilian needs are urgent, and have extremely limited budget for these developments, and the technology behind
Blisk present great advantages for the development of turbines for the turbopumps in Brazilian conditions. Based on
Breitzig (1990) and Chandler (1990) is summarized in Table (1) cutting speed suitable for milling metals with
potential application for the TP turbines.
Table 1. Cutting Speed for some Superalloys and Refratory Metals

Material

Speed Cut (m/min) Depth (mm)

Refractory Metals
Niobium
Molybdenium
Tantalum
Tungsten
Nickel SuperAlloys
Group A (95% Ni)
Group B (Ni-Cu)
Group C (Ni-Cr-Fe)
Group D (Age Hardenable)

30,0 - 50,0
30,0 - 84,0
23
30,0 - 34,0

1
1
1
1

24,0 - 30,0
18,0 - 24,0
09,0 - 12,0
01,5 - 11,0

1
1
1
1

By Table (1) is possible to verify the recommended cutting speed limits for milling processes involving materials
described with several different tools and thermochemical treatments, thus presenting a range of work. Whereas the
use of blisk technology, the material chosen to manufacture the turbine will directly influence the machining time, as
well as tool wear, both falling in the cost of the final milled piece.
As a criterion of comparison between high-temperature alloys can use the Larson-Miller Parameter (Reed,
2006). This parameter is directly dependent on the values of the applied stress, the working temperature of the alloy
which is being submitted and the activation energy of the alloy. The following Fig. (13) obtained in Reed (2006)
shows the curve of activation energy of some alloys. Through Fig. (13) it is possible to identify some alloys of
interest, such as composed of refractory metals, where one can observe the presence of tungsten and niobium among
9
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the most resistant to creep under the Larson-Miller parameter, however among less exotic metals are observed
metals iron, nickel and cobalt, essentially the base for the three mainly superalloys.

Figure 13. Energy Activation associated with Larson-Miller Parameter
The class of nickel-based superalloys are essentially alloys whose main matrix consists of the nickel metallic.
There are several reasons for nickel have been used in the development of alloys for high temperatures from the
beginning of the application of the same, which almost coincides with the creation and improvement of gas turbines.
Primarily, Nickel is a metal that has face-centered cubic structure having also characteristics of toughness and
hardness together, this stage is called γ present in all nickel base alloy with the onset of phase γ' and γ" depending
adding elements such as niobium, titanium and aluminum. Another factor contributing to their disposition and high
temperature applications is the fact that the structure is stable FCC starting from room temperature to the melting
temperature, unlike certain metals, such as iron base alloys which undergo two phase transformation to the melting
point of these alloys, implying limitations on temperature operations. It also has to contribute to the characteristics
of the nickel position in activation energy curve, shown in Fig. (13) where it is possible to clearly observe the
advantageous position of the metals iron, cobalt and nickel.
As alloying elements found in commercial superalloys are mainly the following elements; chromium, cobalt,
titanium, vanadium, aluminum, with some additions of carbon and iron, and minor scales zirconium, rafnio, boron,
molybdenum, tantalum, niobium, rhenium among others. The nickel-based superalloys are subdivided into groups
A, B, C, D1, D2 and E, however for the applications discussed here alloys most relevant mainly belong to groups C,
D1 and D2. Below is Table 2 where can notice the nickel base superalloys most common, where the data were
obtained from Stoloff (1993), Rahmani (2008) and Azevedo et al (2001), including the alloys used in this study,
Rene 80, Inconel 600 and Inconel 713c. The data shown are for the tensions limits runoff and break boundaries of
materials under test regime at the temperature of 870 oC except Inconel alloy 713c which were obtained only values
in the range of 650 oC.
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Superalloy - Nickel

Yield Tension MPa (870.C)

Ultimate Tension MPa (870.C)

Astroloy

690

775

Cabot 214

314

440

D-979

305

345

Hastelloy-S

220

340

Hastelloy-X

180

255

Haynes 230

225

385

Inconel 587

400

525

Inconel 600

40

140

Inconel 625

275

275

Inconel 718

330

340

Nimonic 75

90

150

Nimonic 115

550

830

Rene 41

550

620

Udimet 500

495

640

Udimet 710

635

705

Waspaloy

520

275

Inconel 713c *

713

776

Rene 80

540

660

*a 650
Within the group of iron superalloys certainly the most widespread are the austenitic corrosion resistant alloys
very close to commercial stainless steel alloys, such alloys in their compositions have high amounts of nickel,
typically greater than 25%, which results in the formation a different crystal structure of steels, in which case the
face-centered cubic structure becomes stable at room temperature, mostly due to big load of nickel. Its sturdy
structure fluency is mainly due to its combination of matrix elements precipitates with high hardness such as Ni 3Al,
and Ni3Ti Ni3Nb phases range, and carbides and carbonitrides. In addition to what has been discussed above, it is
also justified when the use is relevant to the cost of the alloy, because the increase of iron in a nickel alloy is one of
the most used technique for reducing the cost of the composition, as in the case of the most widely used superalloy
in the world, Inconel 718, which comprises 18.5% iron making the cost of this alloy competitive, and becomes one
of the major advantages of iron nickel based superalloys. In table (3) below shows the iron based superalloys most
common, based on Stoloff (1993).
Table 3. Iron Superalloys with potential application on Turbine Turbopumps
Superalloy - Iron

Yield. Tension MPa (870.C)

Ultimate Tension MPa (870.C)

Haynes 556

195

330

Incoloy 802

150

195

Incoloy 807

185

220

Incoloy 825

105

140

N-155

175

260
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Within the range of Refractory metals and alloys can identify niobium, tungsten, zirconium, tantalum and
molybdenum, as very used to improve certain properties of the alloys in general, however for application as a pure
metal or alloy has alloys based on niobium and tungsten as the most common elements. However, the refractory
metals usually have one major limitation, is that the susceptibility to oxidation, as well as alloys based on titanium
are often more resistant to creep than the more usual alloys, however these titanium alloys is limited by its use in
environments around 1000 K.
In the case of niobium metal would be the most affordable and cheap for Brazilian industry, with a market value
of US$ 80,00 per kilogram, also being a metal that has excellent machinability, as will be discussed in later section.
In Fig. (14) obtained in PLANSEE (2000) it is possible to analyze the tension ranges of flow and rupture of pure
metallic niobium.

Figure 14. Mechanical Strength of Niobium metallic
Regarding the niobium alloys, it is possible to mention the alloy Nb1Zr as the first metal really feasible. This
alloy was developed by U.S. company Wah Chang for use in the famous project NERVA - Nuclear Experiment for
Rocket Vehicle Application (Hebda, 2001). After these early efforts was the beginning of a major research
subsidized by the U.S. government, led by companies Wah Chang and Boeing as a result generating the most
promising alloy also widely used currently, the C-103 (Nb10Hf1Ti) that unit strength, production feasibility scale
and reduced costs. At the same time was also developed by the company Dupont, for purposes of application on
turbojet missile the alloy Cb132M (Nb20Ta15W5Mo1.5Zr0.2C), however due to the difficulties of ensuring quality
forgings with this material, the use of this alloy was abandoned in the same period are also reported the following
alloys; FS85 (Nb10W28Ta1Zr) from company FanSteel, Cb129Y (Nb10W10Hf0.2Y) from consortium of
companies Wah Chang and Boeing, Cb752 (Nb10W2.5Zr) from company Union Carbide and WC3009
(Nb30Hf15/9W) from company Wah Chang. The following Fig. (15) shows the mechanical properties of some
commercial niobium alloys obtained in Wojcik (2001).

Figure 15. Strenght properties of some comercial Niobium Alloys
12
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Making use of Eq. (2) presented by Reed (2006) can be estimated in a simplified mechanical stresses present in
the root of the turbine blades. Through this initial analysis is possible to determine which alloys is able to be applied
in this project and in what temperature range the turbine can be scaled, since the principal limit of the turbine inlet
temperature is precisely the limit of material used in the manufacture of blades, will be further discussed the
importance that such temperature value has to global design of the engine.
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(2)
Using data from previous hypothetical engine calculations, was possible to reach a stress level of approximately
176.4 x106 Pa considering an average density of 9.0 g/cm3 typically for nickel based superalloys and a turbine of
200mm diameter. Thus it can be seen that according to the specification of operating temperature of 1000 K
practically all alloys listed here can be used with a certain safety factor, with few exceptions, however there are
alloys that can work at temperatures above the usual coming at around 1600 K with sufficient mechanical strength to
meet the specifications of reeds, such as niobium alloy WC3009.
III. Milling Technology applied on Turbine Turbopumps
The process of metal machining is an extremely complex process, as well as multidisciplinary, can be considered
as simplified elements for their analysis the following considerations;
 Higher ratios of shear plastic deformation, γ typically between 2 and 5;
 High shear stresses, especially in the primary shear zone;
 The friction between the workpiece and the cutting edge of the tool causes the constant exposure and
chemical activation of the surface region;
 Process extremely sensitive to changes in the parameters of cutting tool, fastening material and work;
 Various metallurgical and physical characteristics that directly influence machining process, as well as the
cutting tool;
 Process essentially orthogonal;
 The cutting edge of the tool and the tip are perfectly sharp, and no friction occurs between the edge of the
material work;
 The chip width is continuous;
 The tension present in the primary shear plane are uniformly distributed;
 The force applied to the chip component has an equal and opposite reactive component generated on the
surface of the contact area between the face of the tool and the chip.
These decisions generate a template for generating chip which can be identified basically two main forces, the shear
stress that generates in the primary shear plane and the second plane that generates stress in the secondary shear
plane, as can be seen by the simplified scheme shown in Fig. (16), where emphasis is on red region, on primary and
secondary formation of shear stress and the blue region of occurrence of slip and friction material chip. In order to
calculate the stresses present in the process according to the ideas of Steaterau (2004), Trent (2000) and Black
(1990), the first parameters are taken to be database is cutting depth ap, also considered by chip height t1 before
deformation and advancement f during machining process that determine the dimensions of the chip edges upon
removal.

Figure 16. Tool Cutting X Material Interface diagram of Tensile
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Basically parameter shear force Fc is generated tangent to the surface of the workpiece and begins the main
cutting edge is experimentally obtained by sensors installed in the appropriate mode structure of the tool, where this
switch is used to decompose components that Fs acting on the shear plane and the primary component Ft acting in
the direction of a secondary shear along the face of the tool, Fig (17) obtained in Trent (2000) demonstrates the
relationships involved.

Figure 17. Geometrical Relations between machining forces
Along with the value of the angle  of primary shear plane which can be obtained experimentally by a method
such as the Quick-Stop or obtained based on the analysis of chip generated during machining, which initially obtains
a piece of scrap length l, weight W, and by Eq. (3) below is obtained the estimative of the height of the chip after
deformation.
(3)
In the above equation has the value of the density of the metal work, and also given by ρ and w is the value of
chip width practically equal before and after machining. Through the relationship of t1 over t2 obtains a new
coefficient, r, which is the ratio between the heights of the chip before and after the deformation to the data, and the
value of tool face angle given by α may also be to obtain the value of the angle of the primary shear plane using Eq.
(4).
(4)
To obtain the values of shear stress generated in the direction of the component Fs directly applied to the
primary shear plane can be considered by Eq. (5) below, where relates primarily to the area shown in the region with
the component Fs, which is obtained by components of Ft and Fc.
(5)
In order to obtain the values of normal stress component of force acting at the interface between the tool and
chip, is used the Eq. (6) which is nothing more than a geometric variation of previous Eq. (5).
(6)
Making use of the equations presented by Trent (2000) can use the data discussed, and the insert in Eq. (7) and
Eq. (8) below in order to obtain data relating to forces generated.
(7)
(8)
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In order to provide a reference about the order of magnitude of the stresses generated during the cutting certain
metals is presented below in Fig. 18 obtained in Black (1990), with the shear stresses generated during the cutting
certain metals.

Figure 18. Shear stress of some aerospace metals
In the more specific case of machining of materials for application in high temperature as in the case of this
work, some special features are observed, initially focusing on the nickel based superalloys, it is possible to verify
that the nickel alloys are quite varied, however so generic can be machined with parameters similar to those used in
machining iron based superalloys, however these parameters vary greatly when faced with high toughness alloys
and refractory elements in their compositions, thus making the work very hard and with the emergence of problems
of melting and BUE - Built-Up Edges. The high pressures generated during machining of these alloys have effects in
shape and hardening of the work material thus impairing machining and in some cases smaller pieces can be out of
the tolerances due to deformations in the piece. An alternative to these hardening problems during cold working is
that raw material before starting the machining process. Another way to avoid these changes in material properties is
machining procedures with more discerning when it comes to cutting parameters more conservative, and larger
angles favoring face-cut. Regarding the microstructure of nickel alloys, the grain size has a pronounced effect on
machinability, though ceramic phases in the microstructure of the material dissolved generate a great impact on the
process, first phase based on graphite or sulfides considerably reduce friction between the tool and the material
enhancing the machinability of the alloy, on the other hands, based nitrides, carbides, carbonitrides, oxides, silicates,
and especially titanium and niobium carbides generate extremely hard and abrasive particulates dissolved in the
matrix metal, thus contributing to the wear dramatically the tool. Completing the review of the methodology of
machining is possible to conclude that one of ways to measuring the machinability of the material, is measuring the
primary shear zone angle.
III. Turbopump Turbine Temperature Influence
Regarding the choice of operating temperature of the turbine according Ovciannicov (1986) and Timoshev
(2008) the inlet temperature to the turbine in the closed scheme liquid propellant rocket engine as the case studied
here, should be in the range of 1000 K mostly by the limitations of materials used in the turbine, which generally do
not have active cooling systems, as in the case of gas turbines for power generation or aircraft propulsion. The
15
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operating temperature of the turbine directly influences the work generated by adiabatic specific gases from the gas
generator, given by Eq. (9) below.
(9)
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In Eq. (9) is possible to see the direct relationship between the Specific Adiabatic Work - Lad and Turbine Inlet
Temperature - T00. Then in Eq. (10) it is possible to verify the effect of the value of Lad on Total Mass of working
gas from the gas generator needed to generate the power required by the oxidant and fuel pumps, without
considering the inherent losses.
(10)
With Eq. (10) can be concluded that for the same power requirement - NT the total mass of gas required is
directly proportional. Thus, assuming the use of a generically Liquid Rocket Engine as the last stage of a Satellite
Launch Vehicle - VLS and the turbine according to gas and thermal dynamics calculations, the turbine will require a
mass flow rate of 0.630 kg/s coming from the gas generator assuming a while burning 300s on a single drive, the
total mass of the propellant allowed in upper stage should carry in their tanks more 189 kg just to drive the
turbopump turbine. Now assuming that through the use of an alloy which allows growth of T00 from 1000 K to 1500
K, the value of mgg to generate the same power in the turbopump shaft becomes 0.420 kg/s resulting in a total of 126
kg of propellant to be loaded, that is, a saving of 63 kg dough in the last stage of the vehicle. Doing a study on the
cost of these 63 kg, using as a criterion for comparison, the North American Minotaur vehicle similar to the current
Brazilian Satellite Launch Vehicle - VLS01, it has a cost of US$ 21.100,00 per kilogram (Portz, 2004), where these
63 kg would cost over US$ 1.300.000,00 per launch.
IV. Preliminary Oxidation Evaluations
One of the biggest barriers to the use of alloys based on niobium is the high rate of chemical affinity displayed
by the metal niobium, resulting in severe oxidation at high temperatures. Just to check the feasibility of using this
metal without any chemical barrier in a short period of residence, four samples were placed respectively Niobium
metallic, nickel superalloy Rene 80, Inconel 600 and Inconel 713c, with approximately 5g over a ceramic support.
The oven was stabilized on temperature of 715 °C where the ceramic carrier with the samples was placed in the
oven and immediately closing, which stabilized at 680 °C after 30 seconds. After a period of stabilization
temperature, the samples were left for 400 seconds exposed to the furnace temperature environment and atmosphere
where the end of this period the samples were removed and allowed to cool naturally in ambient air. Samples of
nickel superalloys showed very similar behavior in relation to oxidation, samples of Rene 80 and Inconel 713c
apparently had the same type of surface oxide film, very homogeneous as can be seen in Fig. (19) and Fig. (20)
show that the surfaces before and after the residence time in the oven.

Figure 19. Rene 80 Alloy before and after 400s in oven at 680 oC (25x optical amplification)
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Figure 20. Inconel 713c Alloy before and after 400s in oven at 680 oC (25x optical amplification)
However Inconel 600 specimen showed the same type oxide film with some spots where oxidation was
apparently more severe, as can be seen in Fig. (21).

.
Figure 21. Inconel 600 Alloy before and after 400s in oven at 680 oC (25x optical amplification)
Regarding the sample of niobium, it had an oxidation mechanism different from the other samples, showing the
formation of a thin oxide crust yellowish white color, however the structural integrity of the sample was fully
preserved, as can be seen in Fig. (22).

Figure 22. Niobium metallic before and after 400s in oven at 680 oC (25x optical amplification)
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V. Milling Experiments
The machinability of certain materials rather sharply determines the cost and time demanded for making certain
piece or set, assuming the use of the system Blisk previously discussed, there were a series of experiments to
evaluate the feasibility of using alloys Inconel 600, Inconel 713c and René 80 and refractory metal niobium. Relying
on Breitzig (1990) was possible to evaluate the Nickel based superalloys are generally very critical of machinability,
as can be assessed from Table 1 that this shows that the recommended cutting speed of these metals is rather low,
however there are companies employing such a method of manufacturing the same in superalloys such as Inconel
718 as discussed above. In order to benchmark performance relative of machinability of nickel superalloys and
niobium, was used a device of Quick-Stop developed by CCM / ITA to conduct some comparative analyzes in
alloys Inconel 600, Inconel713C, Rene 80 and niobium metallic.
The experiments were conducted on a CNC milling Romi E280, with control GE Fanuc series 21i-TB, which
were tested 4 billets obtained by casting the first Niobium metal 220mm diameter with 99.99% purity supplied by
the Brazilian company CBMM, samples of Rene 80 and Inconel 713c with 100mm diameter, were provided by Dr.
Mario Junior Boccalini from Technological Research Institute of São Paulo - IPT, and the last sample of Inconel 600
with 50mm diameter provided by the Division of Space Propulsion - APE/IAE.
The samples were subjected to machining a radial channel with tool N123F2-0250-0002-CM from company
Sandvick, with specifications for cutting steels of low and medium alloy; advancement of 0.08 mm/r, cutting Speed
of 160m/min where this tool is shown in Fig. (23) below.

Figure 23. Milling Insert was used in samples
The device Quick Stop was fired allowing the preservation of part of the chip generated during machining of
materials, this process was repeated once for each material, where the machining characteristics of each material
have been organized in Table (4) below, in which is possible to observe the cutting parameters used in obtaining the
4 samples.
Table 4. Milling Parameters

Material
Inconel 600
Inconel 713c
Rene 80
Niobium

Cut Speed Advance Channel width
10m/s
10m/s
10m/s
30m/s

0,2mm/r
0,2mm/r
0,2mm/r
0,2mm/r

2,5mm
2,5mm
2,5mm
2,5mm

After getting the chip in each billet, they were referred to a miter saw for cutting edge containing the region of
the cut stop, along with the chip. In order to illustrate the aforementioned Fig. (24) shows the first sample obtained.
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Figure 24. Ship obtained from Quick-Stop method
After obtaining edges, they were cut back to allow its embedding in a standard machine. With the samples
already in the appropriate size were built with the same phenolic resin, then all 4 samples have undergone an
abrasion of 220 sandpaper until the cross-sectional area of the chip was exposed only then the samples were
prepared starting with the sandpaper 400 until 2000, and subsequent polishing with appropriate solution alumina and
water. With the samples have the surface suitable for metallographic analysis, the samples were then subjected to
physical and chemical attacks to reveal certain details to determine shear angle. The attack showed better results and
was used to reveal the surface of the three nickel base alloy was a junction 3HCl + H2O2 solution and a 12V source
generating electrolytic etching, and the solution for niobium was used 6HF + HNO3 + 4 HCl with electrodes at 12V
for first attack, and then the samples were again thinned and polished and suffered a second attack with the same
solution, but without electrodes, and the optical micrographs obtained in Metallographic section of Materials
Division - AMR/IAE are presented below in the Fig. (25).

Figure 25. Samples after micro etching and Geometrical Analyses
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After the structure has been chemically revealed, it was possible to determine with accuracy at least 0.1 degrees
with AutoDesk AutoCad 2009. Through the analysis made in this software, it was possible to determine the primary
shear angles in 0.474o, 2.07o, 3.752o, 5.18o degrees respectively for Inconel 713C, Rene 80, Inconel 600 and
Niobium, showed in the Table (5) below.
Table 5. Results of Primary Shear Angle on 4 samples
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Material
Inconel 713c
Rene 80
Inconel 600
Niobium

Shear Angle (degree)
0.474
2.07
3.752
5.18

VI. Conclusions
This paper has attempted primarily data about the processes involved in the manufacture of turbine turbopump
unit, encompassing in a general all major components involved from the perspective of process technology and
materials, using North American, Russian and French references . In a more specific study was sought materials and
processes most suitable for the manufacture of turbine unit for an hypothetical engine with turbopump.
Studies concerning the manufacture of the turbine, can be concluded that the technologies related to materials
and processes should be analyzed with great care, mostly due to limited similarity with currently available
technologies for aircraft propulsion and industrial gas turbines. In the case of use in rocket engines, especially the
Brazilian case, modifies quite forceful materials and processes most suitable from the viewpoint of cost benefit.
In terms of manufacturing turbine concludes that the most appropriate procedure would have discussed the
technology Blisk due to low usage time of the turbine, unable to maintain, faster integration, alignment and fixation
of the blade, relatively less cost manufacturing and especially greater flexibility in selecting companies for the
manufacture of the part.
Alternatively, the casting process and subsequent attachment of the blades to a forged disk is also feasible for the
industry in Brazil. The disc is easily forged with the equipment available in small and medium-sized as well as the
processes of quality control of this disc. For blades however, is commercially available only gravity casting without
controlling the direction of the grains, however some studies for the manufacture of directionally solidified blades,
which likely would substantially increase the cost and performance in Brazil.
Based on machinability experiments conducted in CCM / ITA, is possible to conclude that in the case of disk
usage and reeds independent cost should not vary considerably according to the machinability of the alloy chosen,
however if comes to the process Blisk, the alloy will determine greatly the cost of manufacturing the part,
nevertheless even in the case of choice of alloys with low machinability is possible because the new technologies of
carbide inserts specific for superalloys, where the unit costs outweigh the costs of the tools to traditional stainless
steels however well below diamond and boron based tools.
Regarding the material of choice in the case of a more traditional manufacturing, commercial alloy IN 718
commercially available in the market or VAT718 provided by the company Villares Metals is a very interesting
option to manufacture the disk, thought forging and minimized the allowance part due to poor machinability
characteristics of this material. For blades can use a nickel base superalloy with high melting points such as Rene 80
itself studied in this work, or refractory metal alloy with niobium alloys C-103, FS-85 and WC3009. Regarding the
problem of oxidation at high temperatures experienced by most niobium alloys has been completed if the
information obtained in the experiment described above oxidation, which for temperature and operating time
specified for this turbine niobium alloys have the ability to maintain its structural integrity even without coatings,
and the use of stronger alloys such as those already mentioned and possible ceramic coating is even possible to
considerably increase the value of the inlet temperature of the turbine.
Based on what was discussed on the analysis of the experiments of Quick-Stop is possible to conclude that
niobium present machinability considerably better than the other studied alloys, and Inconel 600 alloy showed a
better machinability than Inconel 713c and Rene 80 exactly as expected by the previously mentioned references,
however the very low values of the angles of primary shear planes are due possibly to values of cutting speeds
outside the ideal, however compared these values were consistent. Also based on the analysis of Quick-Stop was
concluded that the surface roughness of the sample of niobium was considerably best than observed in superalloys,
all of these factors lead to drastically choosing a niobium for the manufacture of the turbine is mainly The process
for manufacturing a blisk.
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